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From the Principal . .
Summer Fields School has been marching ahead and setting

newer milestones. I joined on April 1, 2021 and inherited a

school rooted deep in legacy and rich traditions. We believe,

that education is a partnership between students, parents,

teachers and all other stake holders. The school has had

excellent CBSE board results 2021 for classes X and XII.

There has been 100% result for both classes. I am honoured

to share that the class X topper Srijoni Das scored a

whopping 97.8% and the class XII topper Saksham Yadav

scored 95.8%. The entire batch of class XII scored a First

Division. Kudos to the team of teachers and a loud round of

applause for all the students. I congratulate each parent for

the stellar performance of their wards.

Summer Fields School welcomed back students of classes IX to XII on the school premises

from Monday, July 26, 2021 for offline classes. A happy reunion was witnessed between

the dedicated teachers and their enthusiastic students.

A plethora of activities, including special assemblies, inter-school competitions, workshops

and webinars have been going on, for both teachers and students. The students are

actively involved every week in their respective club and house activities. Enthusiasm,

eagerness to participate and willingness to learn marks each activity. Summerites have

won many laurels in inter-school competitions and have done the school proud. I applaud

the efforts of all teachers in training the students well, be it for debates, quizzes, painting,

photography, dance or technology-based events.

The last few months have witnessed some of the most unique initiatives being taken at

Summer Fields School. Dr Ameeta M Wattal, Chairperson and Executive Director, DLF

Foundation Schools and Scholarship Programmes met members of the parents’ support

group and it was a very fruitful interactive session. The school is on its way to soon

becoming a Microsoft Showcase School. The school Digital Society called CyberNauts has

been initiated, which is going to host the first annual Tech Fest in the month of October

2021. The senior secondary students have become a part of a Tony Blair Foundation

initiative under the aegis of the British Council, called the School Enterprise Challenge.

The school has also initiated a Computer Literacy Training, under the aegis of DLF Cares

wherein 87 DLF employees will be made computer literate. In accordance with NEP 2020,

remedial classes are being conducted for students of classes III to V to enhance their

literacy and numeracy skills.

I thank the management and specially our Chairperson, Dr Ameeta M Wattal, for giving

me the opportunity to develop my potential. Under her dynamic leadership, Summer

Fields School will achieve greater milestones. I thank our parents, who are our greatest

strength. I am proud of my students and I look forward to the continued good work of my

dedicated staff members. Together, for us, even the sky is not the limit.

Ms Urmimala Sudhakar



From the Headmistress. .
We are living in a time of accelerated,

global complex change in which

human society faces increasing

pressure to evolve our system and

process to meet the demand 

of the future.

In today’s times can education become 

an avenue through which we will 

overcome the gaps and barriers that will 

be created such as digital divide, economic

and social inequality, ecological pressures etc ? 

Our education system needs to be redesigned so that we can meet the demand of 

the future. It is necessary to reimagine the purpose and design of education, 

which will bring about change in human values and vision.

We at Summer Fields School focus on Child-centered learning keeping in mind 

student’s needs, abilities, interests, and learning styles with the teacher as a 

facilitator of learning. In our learning spaces teaching method acknowledges 

student voice as central to the learning experience for every learner. A lot of 

initiatives have been taken in Summer Fields School so that students explore their 

talents and engage themselves into meaningful learning spaces.

As I introduce the second volume of Summerline, I take immense pride in the fact 

that our children have evolved themselves by being a part of various programmes

and have won laurels for the school.

Let us teach and learn through experiential transaction and at the same time 

envision, engender and enact a new culture of learning that will enable our 

children to become better and responsible citizens of the country.

Keep the faith

Ms.Soumya Taneja



Chairperson’s visit to School

Summer Fields School, Gurugram got the honour to welcome its new Chairperson

Dr.Ameeta Mulla Wattal on 19th July,2021. It was a moment of great pride for the staff of

Summer Fields School to be addressed by the Chairperson.

Dr. Wattal with her charismatic persona, passion for education and with four decades of

experience, inspired the teachers to work diligently, persevere towards the mission of the

school and provide students with a balanced education of body, emotions, will and intellect.



Activity Week –Nursery, KG

Healthy Plate Activity

Students were taught how to

make macaroni salad. Students

showed great enthusiasm and

excitement. They followed the

instructions to prepare the

salad. The students were

apprised of its nutritious value.

They enjoyed the preparation

and shared the nutritious salad

with their family.

Students enthusiastically participated in the

healthy plate activity, they produced wonderful

pieces of art work .

Hand prints, Thumb prints and many more to

please the eyes were created. We are proud

that our students understood the importance of

art and were able to appreciate their aesthetic

value.



Van Mahotsav 

A Special assembly was conducted by the students of Grade VI. Students from

all the three sections participated enthusiastically. The programme was

conducted on zoom and the link and relevant invites for parents were sent a

day in advance for the special assembly.

The following items were presented by the students on theme “Vanmahotsav”:

• Articles on Vanmahotsav

• English and Hindi thoughts

• Poetry Recitation

• Musical presentation

• Drama presentation

• Dance performance



Best Out of Waste 

Pictionary Grade Nur-I 

An activity of Pictionary Making was conducted for the students of Nursery

and KG on 26th July 2021. Children from Nursery were asked to collect or

draw pictures related to alphabets. Four pictures per alphabet were pasted.

Children created a little booklet containing pictures depicting objects

beginning with the given alphabet.

Students of KG created a Pictionary depicting fruits. They collected pictures

of fruits of their choice and pasted on each page.

An inter-House ‘Best out of Waste’

competition was conducted virtually. The

students enthusiastically participated in the

activity and produced wonderful pieces of

art- work using waste. Pretty flowers, bright

wall hangings, attractive pen stands and

many more to utility objects were made

from things which usually line the bins. We

are proud that our students understood the

importance of recycling waste and were

able to take part in the conservation of the

environment.



Science Week

Summer Fields School, Gurugram Primary Wing, celebrated Science Week

from 20th July to 23rd July 2021, an initiative undertaken to make the students

understand that Science is fun. Under the guidance and motivation of Head-

Junior School Ms. Soumya Taneja , the students from Grades I to VI

conducted various activities during the entire week. The objective of this

activity was not only to inculcate scientific attitude and flair for research but

also to create interest in science. Class wise different activities were

organized in the school on that day on MS Teams. All the students were

excited to conduct the activities assigned to them. To enhance the confidence

and speaking skills of the students, a Show &Tell competition and Role Play

were organized for Grade - I and Grade- II students respectively. The students

of Grade-III conducted Weather Science experiments. It was fascinating to

observe young minds working with such enthusiasm. Grade – IV students

demonstrated Science based magic tricks. This activity not only helped

students to revise the concept done so far but also gave them a platform to

develop their fine motor, social, cognitive and linguistic skills. To develop

scientific temper, attitude and values such as open mindedness and

intellectual honesty, the students of Grade- VI took part in the Trash to

Treasure- Recycling activity with a lot of vigour and enthusiasm. The week

was a success as the students enjoyed the activities. It was a fun learning

experience for the students. The Head of Junior School appreciated the

efforts of the students and the teachers



English week 

As global communication expands throughout the world so does the need for a global 

language. English language serves this purpose.

English week was observed in Summer Fields School, Gurugram Primary Wing, from 16

August, 21 to 19 August 21. The main aim to observe this week was to enhance the

explorative thinking skills and sharpen their LSRW (Listening, Speaking, Reading and

Writing) skills of all students.

An array of engaging and interesting activities was organized during the English Week

to help students deepen their understanding and application of English language in our

daily lives. Students of class I and II were given the opportunity to showcase their

oratory skills by describing their favourite animal and Story Narration respectively.

Students of class III and IV were involved in a Role Play and Character Parade to

exhibit their talent. A Creative writing activity was conducted for Class V to bring flow

and coherence in their writing skill. Students of class VI exhibited their creativity by

recreating Tale with a Twist using appropriate props. A Creative Writing session on

creating superheroes in the stories was organized for Class III. Ms. Rushati Ghosh, a

published author, screenwriter and creative head at an EduTech firm was the resource

person for this session. She gave hands on experience to students on how to create

their own superheroes to bring about rhythm and flow in their writing skills. The

Literary Week provided a training ground for developing communication skills to

enhance confidence and competence of the students. Overall, it brought the students

closer to the magic of the English language.



SPLENDOUR’21 

Words have the ability to spark a meaning, reform a nation

and create movements while being completely eternal.

Inevitably words outlive their speaker. Literature in

modern society is undeniable. English literature opens up

a world of inspiration and creativity, while also developing

skills that are essential for today's global environment. It is

a chance to discover how literature makes sense of the

world through stories, poems, novels and plays. Summer

Fields School hosted an inter school literary fest

‘Splendour 21’, a host of English Literary events which

explored the creative depths of students and brought out

the best competitive spirit of each participant.

More than 250 students from 30 premier schools of

Delhi/NCR participated. The Rollin Trophy was won by

Bal Bharti School, Pitampura



Class Assemblies- Std 5

A Special assembly was presented by V C on the topic

‘Mindful Living’. In this world of chaos and uncertainty,

the only way forward can be through obtaining balance

in all the things we do. Be it the way we eat, the way we

live or the way we think. The assembly was presented

through various thoughtful words and ideas.

Students of V-A conducted a class assembly on

‘Kindness’. Students sensitized the audience to

be kind to self, people around as well as to

Mother Nature, plants and animals. Inspiring

thoughts and articles were also shared by the

students.

Students of class V B presented assembly on the

Theme- Never Give Up which was attended by the

students of all three sections of grade V. The

students participated enthusiastically and

showcased their skill of story narration, poem

recitation , singing , dancing and speaking via

thoughts and speech.



Raksha- Bandhan Special Assembly

Indian festivals reflect the country’s rich cultural abundance.

The festivals bring with them a wave of excitement,

happiness and hope even in the most difficult times. On the

auspicious occasion of Raksha Bandhan, students of

Summer Fields School organised special assembly through

virtual platform. Parents were also invited through an E-

Invite to be a part of the celebrations on 19th August, 2021.

The main objective was to understand the true essence of

this festival and the sacred relation of a brother and a sister.

The students highlighted the significance through poems,

speeches, songs and dance performance. The young

dancers mesmerized everyone with their performance. The

poems shared, beautifully explained the meaning of the

tradition of tying holy thread “rakhi” around the wrist of

brothers by their sisters. The poem enactment depicted the

traditional ceremonies done during the day of the festival.

The students conveyed the message of purity, pious bond of

love and care between siblings.



Janmashtami Special Assembly

To mark the birth of Lord Krishna, the festival of ‘Janamashtami’ was

celebrated with great fervour and enthusiasm at Summer Fields School ,

Gurugram Primary Wing. The bright and joyful faces of children lit the festive

aura with spirit of love, devotion and faith. The students of class II , III and V

conducted a special assembly which elaborated on how and why we celebrate

‘Janmashtami’.

The assembly concluded with a message from the Headmistress on the

significance of Janamashtami as a festival which encourages goodwill and

togetherness.



Play Date for Nursery and Kindergarten
Young Summerites enjoying their 

visit to school

Students enjoying the fun with art 
activities



Play Date for Nursery and Kindergarten

Trying their hands on Xylophone.

Creative Story Telling Sessions

A lively sports corner



Club Activities

Gardening Club 

Heritage club 

Planting and growing 
Coriander Seeds at home

Awareness to protect and 
conserve heritage.



Club Activities

Maths Club 

Literary club 

Brain teasers and 
Pentominoes

Role play activities



Club Activities

Cookery Club 

Eco club 

Learning to cook and share

Making fabric masks and sanitizers at home



Club Activities

Fitness Club 

Increasing Agility and Flexibility

Practicing Yoga Asanas

Warm up activities



Club Activities

Cookery Club

Veggies, paneer, bread and spices come together

and transform into delicious Steamed Bread Rings

as the members of the Cookery Club put in their

excitement, passion and joy while their parents look

on, with an eye on their safety.

As the young chefs prepare and cook, they also gain

knowledge about the nutritive value of the food and

cooking methods. List of ingredients and pre-

cooking preparation instructions were shared

earlier.

Environment Club

The Environment Club aims to develop a bond between its

members and nature. The club-mentors inspire the student-

members to spend more time in their natural environment, to

protect bio-diversity and thus sustain life on Earth. During

the meetings, members share information on a chosen plant,

learn their common name botanical name, discuss the

habitat and uses of that plant etc..

The club had also organised a talk show on ‘Vanmahotsava’

to create awareness on the importance of planting trees and

taking care of them.

Computer Club

All the enthusiastic 15 student- members of the club

are given hands-on exposure on using Turtle module

in Python.

They have learned how to install Python in their

systems and use basic commands to create a

triangle, square, hut and rectangle. The sessions

witness a remarkable level of involvement and

competence in the use of digital tools. PPT and

Python Idle are the aids used.

Performing Arts Club

Student-members thoroughly enjoy being a part of this a fun-learning

club with a hands-on video editing experience. They display a great

deal of zeal and enthusiasm. The meeting is packed with energy and

fun. The students are taught the use of a lot of new softwares to edit

videos and audios. After an introduction to the tools, the excited group

of members generally perform tasks on splitting and merging

videos. The young and vibrant group of experts take up every

assignment enthusiastically.

Science Club

Imagination, reasoning ability, analytical skills, skills of association and

deduction etc. are always at work in the Science Club. The students join to

discuss facts and myths and relate to several established concepts.

The themes of the discussion are varied and can range to anything under

the sun. The aim of the club was to remove certain notions and

misconceptions about our Planetary System. Scientific myths, details of

rotation and revolution of the earth, reasons for the orbit of our Earth

being elliptical and many more such concepts are explained

by the mentors. The sessions are packed with knowledge, eye-opening

facts and the realization of the vast scope of science and hence, the need

to develop and inculcate scientific temper amongst students.



Independence Day Special

The students and teachers of Summer Fields School, Gurugram were a part of

Special Assembly to mark the 75th Independence Day. The assembly was conducted

online to acknowledge the privilege of being born in India. The students shared the

significance of the day through speeches and poems. The students mesmerised with

their exemplary song and dance performances. To add to the limelight each one was

dressed in colourful costume, holding flags or having a background with tricolour

kites, balloons, streamers and flowers. The students were reminded that India’s

gaining of independence was a tryst with destiny, as the struggle for freedom was a

long and tiresome one, witnessing the sacrifices of many freedom fighters, who laid

down their lives for us. The young citizens were reminded about their duties towards

their nation and follow the ideals of the great leaders like Mahatma Gandhi, Nehru,

Subhash Chandra Bose etc. The students were advised to become ideal citizens of

the country.

https://youtu.be/Q27WfdiHvv4 https://youtu.be/-wRJwFkfA38



To celebrate the 75th Independence Day of our country and to

instill the feeling of patriotism in the hearts of young children,

various activities like preparing Tri -Color Meal, Poem Recitation,

Story Writing were conducted for students of classes III to VI on

12th August,2021. It was an opportunity to trigger their

imagination and creativity keeping the theme of Patriotism alive.

The students enjoyed the strive for perfection in expression,

thoughts, emotions, rhythm and words.

Independence Day Activity



INVESTITURE CEREMONY

Leadership is an action, not a position…

September 2, 2021, was a red-letter day for the students of Summer Fields School. 24

proud students from classes XI and XII were inducted into the school Students’ Council.

Proud parents witnessed the entire ceremony.

The ceremony began with the call of the bugle. The smart young girls and boys marched

into the ceremony ground among loud rounds of applause. The bio-data of each student

was read out and then the parents pinned the badges on for the students. The Principal,

Ms Urmimala Sudhakar addressed the newly inducted members of the students’ council

and urged each one of them to be a role model for all students.

The newly appointed head boy, Shivraj Singh thanked his alma mater and teachers for

mentoring him since the first day he had walked into school as a tiny tot of the nursery

class. He recalled some of the beautiful memories he has collected over the years and

promised to live up to the rich traditions and legacy of the school, in the years to come.

The newly appointed Head Girl, Sanskriti Chowdhury, urged all members of the students’

council to work together as a team for the school and students. She thanked her teachers

for guiding her all through her growing years at Summer Fields School.

Parents were very appreciative of the initiative and expressed their gratitude for being

able to participate in the event. Such events strengthen the bond between the school, the

parents and the student. Summer Fields School is always proud of the support of parents

in all initiatives of the school.



INVESTITURE CEREMONY
JUNIOR SCHOOL



House Activities

Salad Making 

Quiz Grade 3 and 4

The activity was conducted to encourage students to enhance their general

knowledge, apart from subject knowledge. Students participated

enthusiastically in live quiz. The questions were prepared on vast range of

topics like current affairs, knowing about your body and country, identifying

the sports person, famous personalities, landmarks etc. Power Point

Presentation was used for visual rounds. It also included a rapid-fire round in

which the students answered questions in 60 seconds.

Students answered confidently and amazed us with their presence of mind.

The students thoroughly enjoyed participating in the live quiz. It was a

learning experience for the students.



SFS MUN –XI

The Summer Fields School Model United Nations– COLLOQUIUM 2021, an inter-school

event, held on, 31st August and 1st September, 2021, proved to be an epicentre of intellectual

activity, marked with exuberance, energy and insight, putting up questions and churning out

ideas in a format and content, that was unprecedented.

The school has consistently worked towards the holistic development of each student under its

care and debating skills reached a new height, during this two-day event on the virtual

platform. Young minds researched on various subjects of global concern, exchanged thoughts

and dialogues on vital political issues, chalked out resolutions to answer, avert and eradicate

troubles of monstrous proportions and devilish nature.

The Principal, Mrs Urmimala Sudhakar in her note of appreciation mentioned that these young

children did not speak like school-goers but showed maturity beyond their age and further

added that they hold the key to a promising future for all of us.

While a torrent of facts, opinions, statements and counter-statements kept all the members

engrossed, decorum was maintained in its highest standards. The Executive Board members

facilitated deliberation and analysis, while the delegates, many of them first-timers, spoke like

veterans in international politics. The Summer Fields School Model United Nations–

COLLOQUIUM 2021 platform stood testimony to the fact that nothing empowers the way

education does.

The four committees worked with exceptional level of energy and vivacity. The delegates of the

United Nations Human Rights Council (UNHRC) spoke on their agenda, Right to Privacy in

Digital Age. Analysis and critical reviews of hacking and privacy laws weighed themselves

against equally powerful counter-ideas and points. Effective resolution were drawn up.

The United Nations Commission on the Status of Women (UNCSW) deliberated on the

Impact of COVID19 on Employment, Health, Social Security and Exploitation. Delegates shared

steps taken by their government to protect women, condemned mis-representation of facts by

the media and suggested measures to reduce the gender-divide. Intense deliberations hit the

table at the United Nations General Assembly (UNGA), their agenda being, Countering

Terrorism in Middle East. Delegates denounced the Afghan crisis, and felt the need for states

to be held accountable for their actions and those of their agents. The All India Political Party

Meet (AIPPM), whose agenda was the Role of Central Government in Covid 19 second wave,

drew up a resolution on ways to deal with the third wave, taking lessons from the experiences

of the second wave. The table saw accusations and rebuttals concerning the collapse of the

nation’s health -infrastructure.

More than a hundred delegates from twenty five schools debated on burning issues. The fruitful

sessions taught the students the art of political analysis and problem solving. The students

learnt how to come to a consensus and recommend a solution for the agenda at hand. Most

importantly, the students learnt the finer nuances of conducting meaningful research and

oratory skills.



Teachers’ Day Special Assembly

“Teachers Encourage Minds to think, Hands to create and Hearts to love”

Dr. Radhakrishnan said in I962, “Instead of celebrating my birthday, it would be my

privilege if September 5 is observed as Teachers’ Day.” Since then, Teachers’ Day is

observed across the country on his birthday. It is a day to appreciate the role played by

teachers in the life of students-the leaders of tomorrow. Amidst the pandemic, Summer

Fields School, Gurugram celebrated this day with great enthusiasm through MS Teams

online platform on 3rd September, 2021.

Grade 12th students took up the charge of the virtual classes. They were assigned a

timetable and topics to discuss with students during the classes. Student- Teachers of

Grade 12th accepted the responsibility and did their best in teaching their juniors. They

tried using all possible innovative ideas to engage the children in the class. The Student-

Teachers organized quizzes, crosswords, interesting videos and interesting worksheets

to keep the students engaged in the classrooms. The teachers of Summer Fields School

were there as silent observers to enjoy the classes. Special assembly was organized in

the classes and a Pre- recorded Teachers’ Day Cutural Program was shown to the

teachers and students.

The Cultural program unfolded with a speech by Shivraj Singh Parmar, the School Head-

Boy, commemorating the day. He reviewed the influence of a teacher in a student’s life

not only in the classroom but surely beyond it. A musical rendition by the senior and junior

choir. It touched the soul of each teacher present virtually. The Junior School Head- Boy,

recited a poem in praise of Gurus, the teachers. A dance presentation by senior and

junior students mesmerized the audience. The cherry on the cake was a movie

presentation for all, academic and non- academic teachers. The titles given to the

teachers in the presentation were very appropriate and showed how well the students

know their teachers.

The entire program was applauded by everyone present and will always remain etched in

everyone’s memory forever.



Teachers day 

A Teacher takes a hand, opens a mind and touches a 

heart.

On the occasion of Teachers Day, a get together was

organised for the teachers at Summer Fields School,

Gurugram on Saturday, 4 September 2021. The programme

commenced with the Principal and The Head-Junior

School’s address in their respective units. They wished ,

cheered and motivated all the teachers and appreciated the

efforts put in by them. This was followed by a fun-filled

tambola session. As a token a love, special cakes were

arranged for the teachers by Dr. Ameeta Mulla Wattal,

Chairperson and Executive Director, DLF Foundation

Schools. The entire programme was appreciated by all the

teachers and will always remain a beautiful memory in the

hearts of one and all present.



Bidding Adieu to our dear teachers 

Summer Fields School, Gurugram bid adieu to Ms. Anita Yadav on Tuesday, 10

August 2021.

Ms. Anita Yadav was felicitated on behalf of the school management and the

staff for her untiring and dedicated service to the institution for 22 years. She

will be missed for her warmth, love and an ever smiling demeanor.



Bidding adieu to our dear teachers 

Summer Fields School, Gurugram bid adieu to

Mr. P.R.Tyagi on Friday, 3rd September 2021.

Mr.P.R.Tyagi was felicitated on behalf of the

school management and the staff for his untiring

and dedicated service to the institution for 30

years. He will always be remembered as a sincere
and an amicable staff member.



Saksham Yadav , 95.8%
Humanities Stream 

Gauri Singh , 95.6%
Commerce Stream 

Kritika Das, 94.8%
Medical Stream 

Siddharth Yadav, 95.4%
Non-Medical Stream 

XII Result -Stream wise Toppers
Session 2020-21



X Result -Stream wise Toppers
Session 2020-21

Name of the Student Percentage

SriJoni Das 97.8%

Abhishek Goel 97.0%

Vishal Thakran 96.4%

Sohini Das 96.0%



School Re-opened for Grade IX to XII

Summer Fields School welcomed back students of classes IX to XII to the

premises of A Block, from Monday, July 26, 2021 for offline classes. It was

a day which began with excitement among all teachers and students. A

happy reunion was witnessed between the dedicated teachers and their

enthusiastic students.

After strict implementation of all SOPs, Covid precautions, getting

requisite parental approvals and proper orientation, school opened to

encouraging numbers. We are one of the first schools in Gurugram to

open, following the government directions and I am happy to mention that

we have maintained a steady number of students coming to school daily.

Very clear instructions were passed to all gates about entry, exit,

staggered timings, separate staircase etc.

Parents were taken around the school campus for a ‘Parents Walk’. The

parents were shown the preparedness of the school, the seating

arrangements in the classrooms, the signages in the corridors and the

staircases. Parents were very happy with the arrangements.



Inter School Competition

Riya Jadon of class VIII secured the

1st position in ITC Golf and Country

Club, Manesar Tournament held

between 26-27 August, 2021.

Riya Jadon - VIIII – B won the 2nd 

prize in 1-up junior girls category B 

Golf  Tournament organized by 

Greens to Glory

Lavanya Jadon of class X-B won the 1st

prize in 1-up Junior Girls Category Aby

Greens to Glory where juniors aged

between 9 to 17 years participate. Total 52

girls and boys participated for the one day

tournament.

A very proud moment as Advik Sharma of class XII A

has been adjudged as the National Best Speaker in the

GDP vs GNH debate. Advik impressed everyone with

his brilliant performance. Congratulations to SFS

Family.



INTER-SCHOOL COMPETITIONS





MIEE 2021-22

Ms Soumya Taneja 
Head -Junior School

Ms Sakshi
Computer Teacher

Ms Taruna Mongia
PGT Computer Science



CHARIPERSON’S VISIT TO THE SCHOOL


